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Write the number of your group on your exam sheet. This exam is composed of 3 independent exercises.
Each function must be written in Python, you should give the utilization constraints for each function (1 point).
The complete documentation and doctests is asked only for the question 4 of exercise 1. The points are given as an
indication and voluntarily exceeds 20 (3 extra points).

Exercice 1 Tuples (9 points)

Question 1 (2 points) We give the undocumented code of the function index.

def index(t,x):
res = ()
for i in range(len(t)):

if x == t[i]:
res = res + (i,)

return res

Explain what index((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9), 1) and index((3, 1), 5) are worth. Justify your answer by
indicating the different values taken by the variables i and res (and possibly other expressions) during the
execution of the function.

Question 2 (1 point) By using the function index (mandatory), give the code of the function count whose
documentation is as follows:

"""
Counts the number of elements of tuple t equal to x
:param t: (tuple)
:param x: (int)
:return: (int) number of x in t
:CU: t only contains integers (int)
:Examples:
>>> count((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9) , 1)
2
>>> count((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9) , 7)
0
>>> count((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9) , 3)
1
>>> count(() , 3)
0
"""

Question 3 (2 points) Here is the documentation for the join function. Enter the code for this function.

"""
Make the tuple obtained by concatenating tuples contained in t
and intercalating x between two contiguous tuples
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:param t: (tuple) containing integer tuples
:param x: (int)
:return: (tuple)
:CU: tuple t is not empty
>>> join( ((3, 1, 4, 1, 5), ()), 9)
(3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9)
>>> join( ((), (1, 4, 1, 5, 9)), 3)
(3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9)
>>> joint( ((3,), (4,), (5, 9)), 1)
(3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9)
>>> join( ((),), 3)
()
>>> join( ((),()), 3)
(3,)
"""

Question 4 (4 points) Write and document the function separate parameterized by a tuple of integers t and
an integer x which build the tuple containing the tuples obtained by cutting out t at each occurrence of x.

>>> separate((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9), 1)
((3,), (4,), (5, 9))
>>> separate((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9), 4)
((3, 1), (1, 5, 9))
>>> separate((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9), 7)
((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9),)
>>> separate((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9), 3)
((), (1, 4, 1, 5, 9))
>>> separate((3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9), 9)
((3, 1, 4, 1, 5), ())
>>> separate((), 9)
((),)

Exercice 2 Money-go-round (5 points)

An economics student is interested in the concept of “money-go-round”: a currency that loses part of its
value every month. He decides to simulate a slightly different currency and imagines the following principle:
each month, a sum of money loses 10% of its value, then is added 1 unit. For example after 1 month an
initial amount of 100.0 units will be worth only 91.0 units (100.0 - 10.0 + 1). After 2 months, it will only be
worth 82.9 units (91.0 - 9.1 + 1).

Question 1 (2 points) Write a function calculate_decreasing_amount which takes in parameters a strictly
positive initial amount init and a number of months nb_months and which returns the value of the amount after
nb_months.

>>> calculate_decreasing_amount(100.0, 0)
100.0
>>> calculate_decreasing_amount(100.0, 1)
91.0
>>> calculate_decreasing_amount(100.0, 2)
82.9

Question 2 (3 points)

By using calculate_decreasing_amount, the student realizes that his system is weird: an initial amount
strictly greater than 10 units will decrease strictly over time and will tend to 10.0, while an amount less than 10
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units will increase over time and tend to 10.0. In the case of an initial amount strictly greater than 15 units, the
student would like to calculate the number of months required so that the value of the amount becomes strictly
less than 15 units.

Write a function number_months_to_reach_15 parameterized by an amount of initial money init which
returns the number of months after which the value of the amount is strictly less than 15 units. For an initial
amount of 100 units, the first two examples below give the amount after a decrease calculated at 27 and 28 months.
We observed that this amount becomes less than 15 units after the 28th month. So, this value is returned by the
function number_months_to_reach_15.

>>> calculate_decreasing_amount(100.0, 27)
15.23347633027361
>>> calculate_decreasing_amount(100.0, 28)
14.71012869724625
>>> number_months_to_reach_15(100.0)
28

Exercice 3 Random sequence (8 points)

When you throw a coin in the air, it has a 50% chance of falling on the side called “Head” and 50%
chance of coming across the one called “Tail”. If we make several throws in a row, we observe a random
sequence of “Head” and “Tail”. The following functions will allow to estimate, empirically, whether or not a
simulated sequence of throws is random. We consider that these sequences are not empty.

Question 1 (2 points) Write a function character_percentage which takes as parameters a character string
and a character and which returns the percentage of that character in the string.

>>> character_percentage("HTTHHTHTTTH", "H")
45.45454545454545
>>> character_percentage("HTTHHTHTTTH", "h")
0.0
>>> character_percentage("TTTTT", "T")
100.0

Question 2 (3 points) Write a function min_unique_sequence which takes in parameters a string string, a
character charac and a strictly positive number minimum and which returns True if string contains at least
minimum charac that follow each other, and False otherwise.

>>> min_unique_sequence("HTTHHTHTTTH", "H", 3)
False
>>> min_unique_sequence("HTTHHTHTTTH", "T", 3)
True

Question 3 (3 points) Write a function is_random_sequence which takes as parameter a character string
composed only of T and H and which returns True if the string seems random and False otherwise. We consider
that a sequence seems random if:

— the percentage of one of the two letters (T, H) is between 44% and 56% inclusive;
— this sequence does not contain a succession of at least 10 identical letters in succession.

>>> is_random_sequence("HTTHHTHTTTH")
False
>>> is_random_sequence("HTTTTT")
False
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